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Transition from source- to stress-controlled plasticity in
nanotwinned materials below a softening temperature
Seyedeh Mohadeseh Taheri Mousavi1,2, Haofei Zhou 1, Guijin Zou1 and Huajian Gao1

Nanotwinned materials have been widely studied as a promising class of nanostructured materials that exhibit an exceptional
combination of high strength, good ductility, large fracture toughness, remarkable fatigue resistance, and creep stability. Recently,
an apparent controversy has emerged with respect to how the strength of nanotwinned materials varies as the twin thickness is
reduced. While a transition from hardening to softening was observed in nanotwinned Cu when the twin thickness is reduced
below a critical value, continuous hardening was reported in nanotwinned ceramics and nanotwinned diamond. Here, by
conducting atomistic simulations and developing a theoretical modeling of nanotwinned Pd and Cu systems, we discovered that
there exists a softening temperature, below which the material hardens continuously as the twin thickness is reduced (as in
nanotwinned ceramics and diamond), while above which the strength first increases and then decreases, exhibiting a maximum
strength and a hardening to softening transition at a critical twin thickness (as in nanotwinned Cu). This important phenomenon
has been attributed to a transition from source- to stress-controlled plasticity below the softening temperature, and suggests that
different hardening behaviors may exist even in the same nanotwinned material depending on the temperature and that at a given
temperature, different materials could exhibit different hardening behaviors depending on their softening temperature.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been widely demonstrated that the incorporation of twin
boundaries (TBs) in the grains of nano- or ultrafine-grained
materials results in significant improvement of their mechanical
and physical properties.1–21 In addition to nt-metals, nanoscale
TBs have also been synthesized into the crystalline lattices of cBN3

and diamond,4 with report that nt-diamond exhibits unprece-
dented hardness (with Vickers hardness exceeding 200 GPa),
ultrahigh chemical stability (with oxidation temperature above
1000 °C), and fracture toughness above 10MPa
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. Interestingly,

while nt-Cu exhibits a softening behavior as the twin thickness is
reduced to below a critical value λcrit ≃ 15 nm,1,2,6,22 nt-cBN and nt-
diamond were reported to harden continuously with reduced TB
spacing.3,4 In nt-Cu, the flow stress follows the classical Hall-Petch
behavior above λcrit as the TBs block the motion of dislocations
similar to grain boundaries (GBs) in nanocrystalline materials,
while dislocation nucleation controlled by sources at TB–GB
intersections leads to a softening behavior below λcrit.

2

The reported continuous strengthening in nt-cBN and nt-
diamond to unprecedented hardness values at very small TB
spacing has generated significant interest in revealing the
underlying deformation mechanisms, as well as a number of
apparent controversies in the last few years. It was shown that the
measured hardness of nanocrystalline cBN can depend sensitively
on the measurement method: while the Vickers hardness of the
material significantly increased as the grain size is reduced, the
Knoop hardness remained nearly unchanged,23,24 thereby casting
significant doubt on the accuracy of the measured Vickers
hardness in nt-cBN and nt-diamond.3,4 On the other hand, DFT

simulations and experimental observations on the structure of
nanotwins in nt-cBN have provided some theoretical support for
the observed hardening behavior,5,25–27 although none of the
theoretical studies have directly considered realistic polycrystalline
samples with embedded TBs.
Here, we demonstrate the existence of a softening temperature

Ts for nt-materials, below which the material hardens continuously
as the twin thickness is reduced, while above which the strength
first increases and then decreases, exhibiting a maximum strength
and a hardening to softening transition at a critical twin thickness.
The basic phenomenon is established through molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of polycrystalline nt-Pd28–31 and nt-
Cu1,2 samples, and by theoretical modeling that is not subjected
to the usual limitations of MD in size and time scales. The
simulation and modeling results reveal that at very small twin
thicknesses (< λcrit), the deformation is governed by the migration
of TBs associated with twinning partial dislocations nucleated at
TB–GB intersections. While the nucleation of twinning partials is
limited by the number of dislocation sources above Ts (ref. 2),
below Ts the same nucleation process becomes limited by local
stress concentration at the TB–GB intersections, whose peak stress
level, decreases with reduced TB spacing, leading to continuous
hardening. Thus, the softening temperature Ts demarcates a
transition from source- to stress-controlled TBs migration. For a
material with small Ts such as nt-Cu, source-controlled TB
migration dominates over a wide range of temperatures, in which
the strength of the material first increases and then decreases,
exhibiting a maximum strength and a hardening to softening
transition at a critical twin thickness. For materials with large Ts,
stress-controlled TB migration prevails over a wide range of
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temperatures, in which continuous hardening with reduced TBs
spacing would be expected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We began by simulating the tensile stress–strain behaviors of
three-dimensional polycrystalline nt-Pd samples with a high
density of nanoscale twins embedded in grains with sizes selected
to be 10 and 20 nm. The TB spacing varies from 0.67 to 2.23 nm.
The simulation details are provided in Methods. The tensile
stress–strain curves obtained at 1, 300, 800, and 1400 K are plotted
in Fig. 1a, c for the two grain sizes and all twin thicknesses. Figure
1b, d show the calculated average flow stress of the samples in the
strain range of 6–10%. It is seen that the average flow stress
increases progressively with decreasing TB spacing at 1 and 300 K,
exhibiting a qualitatively similar trend to the experimental
observation of continuous hardening behavior in nt-cBN and nt-
diamond.3,4 However, a softening behavior is observed at 1400 K,
indicating a transition from hardening to softening behavior
above a softening temperature Ts. A comparison between the
hardening behaviors at 1 and 300 K for both grain sizes indicates
that the flow stress increases more at lower temperature, i.e., the
lower the temperatures, the more the material hardens with
reduced TB spacing.

To investigate the generality of the simulation results for nt-Pd,
we further simulated the tensile stress–strain behaviors of
polycrystalline nt-Cu samples with the same grain structure, twin
boundary orientation, and boundary conditions as our nt-Pd
samples, and a grain size of 10 nm at 1 and 300 K (see Fig. 2). The
simulation details are provided in Methods. As shown in Fig. 2, in
contrast to the previously reported room temperature softening
behavior of nt-Cu below a critical TB spacing,1,2 at 1 K the
simulated nt-Cu samples harden continuously with reduced twin
thickness. This result suggests that there is also a softening
temperature for nt-Cu, albeit with a smaller value than that of nt-
Pd. The simulations were repeated for a different grain structure
and applied strain rate (see Supplementary Discussion 1). The
similar captured trend confirms the insensitivity of the results to
the grain geometry and the loading rate. Moreover, our result is
consistent with a recent study of nt-Cu nanorods under torsional
loading, where a continuous hardening behavior with reduced TB
spacing at 1 K was reported.32

Further investigation was focused on the origin of the
continuous hardening behavior observed in nt-Pd samples at 1
and 300 K. Deformation patterns of a sample with grain size of
20 nm and two twin thicknesses λ= 0.67 and 2.23 nm are
presented in Supplementary Figure 2 for the two temperatures
(see also Supplementary Movies 1–4). In all samples, we observed

Fig. 1 Stress–strain curves and average flow stress from molecular dynamics simulations of nanotwinned Pd. a, c Simulated stress–strain
relations of nanotwinned Pd samples with grain sizes of a d= 10 nm and c 20 nm, and twin thickness varying from λ= 0.67 to 2.23 nm at
different temperatures T= 1, 300, 800, and 1400 K. b, d Average flow stress of nanotwinned Pd samples with grain sizes of b d= 10 nm and d
20 nm at different temperatures. The average flow stress is calculated for strains ranging from 6 to 10% for each sample. A transition from
hardening to softening behavior is observed by increasing the temperature. The average flow stress increases continuously by decreasing the
twin thickness at lower temperatures 1 and 300 K, while it decreases at 1400 K when the twin thickness is reduced. Error bars represent the
standard deviation from statistical analyses
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plastic deformation associated with considerable TB migrations via
the gliding of Shockley partial dislocations emitted from the
TB–GB intersections, leading to changes in TB spacing and even
detwinning inside the grains. In samples with the larger TB
spacing (λ= 2.23 nm), dislocations intersecting with TBs also play
a role in accommodating plastic deformation. Dislocation
structures in a grain with twin thicknesses λ= 0.67 and 2.23 nm
at the strain of 7.6% and T= 1 K are shown in Fig. 3a, b,

respectively. This grain is chosen as inclined dislocations are rarely
observed during its deformation (see Supplementary Movies 5
and 6). In both cases, a large amount of twinning partial
dislocations moving parallel to the TBs are observed in the
interior of the grain. The same observation was made at T= 300 K
in the same grain (see Supplementary Movies 7 and 8). The total
length of partial dislocations is presented as a function of the
applied strain in Supplementary Figures 3a and b. At both T= 1

Fig. 2 Stress–strain relations and average flow stress from molecular dynamics simulations of nanotwinned polycrystalline Cu samples. a
Simulated stress–strain curves of nanotwinned Cu samples with a grain size of 10 nm and different twin thicknesses at two temperatures T= 1
and 300 K. b Average flow stress calculated for the strains in the range of 6–10% as a function of the twin thickness for the simulated
nanotwinned Cu samples. Continuous hardening by decreasing the twin thickness is observed at 1 K, while at 300 K, the flow stress first
increases and then decreases below a critical twin thickness. Error bars represent the standard deviation from statistical analyses

Fig. 3 Typical dislocation structures in a nanotwinned grain with a grain size of 20 nm at the strain of 7.6% and temperature T= 1 K. a, b
Shockley partial dislocations are emitted from grain boundary–twin intersections and move along the twin boundaries in the interior of the
grain for both simulated twin thicknesses a λ= 0.67 nm and b 2.23 nm. Coloring scheme applied here is based on the distance to the grain
center for each atom (scale bars: 5 nm)
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and 300 K, TB migration occurs more readily with a larger average
length of partial dislocations at the larger twin thickness (λ=
2.23 nm, see Supplementary Figure 3c). The difference becomes
negligible at higher temperatures for strains less than 7%. These
results are at odds with previous simulations of nt-Cu at the room
temperature where the nucleation of twinning partial dislocations
is governed by the density of nucleation sources, leading to
softening with easier TB migration at smaller TB spacing.2

To explore the origin of enhanced TB migration in grains
containing larger TB spacings, contours of shear stress along the
slip direction on (111) planes, at the strain of 3.8% and T= 1 K, are
compared in Supplementary Figures 3e and g for λ= 0.67 and
2.23 nm. It can be seen that at TB–GB intersections, the shear
stress reaches a higher magnitude in the nt-grain with larger TB
spacing. This is in fact consistent with recent experimental
observations of higher local stress at TB–GB intersections in
polycrystalline Cu samples with larger TB spacings via transmis-
sion electron microscopy.33 We further confirmed this in thin Cu
plates containing slanted TBs (with an inclination angle of ≃ 19.5°)
under tension at T= 1 K (see Supplementary Figure 4a and
Supplementary Discussion 1b), where the strength is controlled by
nucleation of twinning partials from the intersections between the
free surface and the TBs (see Supplementary Movies 9 and 10).
Supplementary Figure 4b shows a clear hardening trend with
reduced TB spacing at T= 1 K, in distinct contrast with the
softening behavior of the material at T= 600 K (see Supplemen-
tary Figures 4f and g), and also the previous observation of a

softening behavior in nt-Cu pillars at 300 K (ref. 6). To analyze the
shear stress at surface–TB intersections, we focused on the atoms
surrounding the surface–TB intersections within a cutoff radius of
0.7 nm (marked in color green in Supplementary Figure 4c).
Supplementary Figures 4d and e plot the cumulative density
function (CDF) of the stress component τxy of these atoms. It is
seen that the strength of the sample is correlated with the stress
magnitude of the atoms which only count for <1% of the total
number of atoms in the system. It is also observed that the
maximum shear stress achievable in the system is higher for plates
with larger TB spacing.
The dependence of the peak stress level, on the twin thickness

at the TB–GB intersections was also investigated by finite element
(FE) simulations. A typical grain containing alternative twin and
matrix materials is placed inside a cube with a different crystalline
orientation as shown in Fig. 4a. The numerical details are provided
in Supplementary Discussion 2. As can be seen in Supplementary
Figure 5, for different directions of the applied loading, the
normalized maximum shear stress along the slip direction on (111)
planes (normalized by its value at the center of the grain) is always
higher in the specimen with larger TB spacing. If we fix the loading
direction at 30° relative to the X axis, Fig. 4b demonstrates that the
shear stress concentration factor increases as the number of
TB–GB intersections decreases (i.e., λ/d increases) for all the
simulated materials (Pd, Cu and, diamond). The stress contours in
Fig. 4c, d show that the resolved shear stress subtracted by its
value at the center of the grain changes sign at adjacent

Fig. 4 Finite element simulations showing the dependency of peak stress level at grain boundary–twin intersections on twin thickness. a
Finite element model of a spherical nanotwinned grain containing alternative twins (colored in blue) and matrixes (colored in purple) located
at the center of a cube (colored in gray). The cube edge is two times larger than the grain diameter. The crystal orientation of the twins and
the cube are indicated in the model. b Calculated stress concentration factors, defined as the maximum value of the resolved shear stress
occurring at the grain boundary–twin intersections normalized by its value at the center of the nanotwinned grain, increases with the twin
thickness for three nanotwinned materials Pd, Cu, and diamond. The stress concentration factor versus twin thickness relations for each
material is fitted to a square root scaling law. The direction of the applied displacement has an inclination angle of 30° with respect to the X
axis. c, d Contours showing the resolved shear stress along the direction on (111) planes subtracted by its value at the center of the grain for
two different normalized twin thicknesses c λ/d= 0.083 and d 0.25. The maximum resolved shear stress at the intersections is higher for the
larger twin thickness
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intersections. The interaction between the elastic fields at adjacent
TB–GB intersections reduces the peak stress level, and the closer
the intersections, the larger the stress reduction. Further discus-
sions on the relation between the stress concentration factor and
TB spacing for different materials are provided in Supplementary
Discussion 2.
Our simulations have demonstrated that, below a softening

temperature Ts, both nt-Pd and nt-Cu exhibit continuous hard-
ening with reduced TB spacing, as the nucleation of twinning
partial dislocations that govern the TB migrations becomes
controlled by the stress concentration at the TB–GB intersections
rather than by the number of dislocation sources. To establish the
generality of these observations, it will be necessary to develop a
theoretical model which is not subject to the usual limitations of
MD in size and time scales. For this purpose, we adopt a kinetic
theory to predict the temperature induced transition from source-
to stress-controlled nucleation of twinning partials. Details of the
theoretical derivations and calculations for nt-Pd and nt-Cu have
been provided in Supplementary Discussion 3. Based on our
model, the strength of the nt-material is given by a competition
between stress- and source-controlled terms as follows:

τ ¼ ∇U
SλV� �

kBT
SλV� ln αβ

d
λ

νD

_ε

� �
(1)

where ∇U is the activation energy for the twinning partial
dislocation, V* the activation volume, kB the Boltzmann constant, T
the temperature, α the percentage of efficient sources accounting
for GB structure/geometry, β the Taylor factor accounting for the
contribution from all possible emission systems in the thermal
part, vD and _ε the Debye frequency and applied strain rate,
respectively; Sλ is a factor representing the local stress concentra-
tion at the TB–GB intersections. Based on our simulations, Sλ
increases as the TB spacing increases, leading to a reduction in the
stress-controlled term in Eq. 1. Using nudged elastic band (NEB)
method,34,35 the lower energy barrier for partial dislocation
emission from GB–TB intersection of a sample with larger twin
boundary spacing can be also confirmed (see Supplementary
Discussion 6 and Supplementary Figure 9). The predicted flow
stress based on Eq. 1 is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig.
5a for nt-Pd samples with d= 10 nm at two twin thickness of λ=
0.67 and 2.23 nm. It is seen that the predictions at two twin
thicknesses intersect at a critical temperature, defined as the

softening temperature Ts. Below Ts the stress-controlled term
dominates and the material exhibits continuous hardening which
is well captured by our model. On the other hand, at temperatures
above Ts, dislocation nucleation is governed by the number of
sources at TB–GB intersections, which is also captured by our
model as a larger tangent of the fitted line for the sample with
lower TB spacing.
Our theoretical model in Eq. 1 can also clarify the sensitivity of

the softening temperature Ts to the grain growth and GB
reconstruction during annealing of the sample. As explained,
dislocation nucleation is governed by the local stress concentra-
tion at GB–TB intersections below the softening temperature, and
this process is controlled by TB spacing rather than the grain size
(see the stress-controlled term in Eq. 1). Experiments on nt-Cu and
nt-steel36–38 revealed that even after annealing of the sample at
0.5–0.8 of the melting point, no significant changes were seen for
the twin lamellae and the TB spacing remained unchanged. This is
also consistent with the stability of the TBs in our MD simulations
of nt-Pd samples at 1 and 300 K (see Supplementary Figure 2 and
Supplementary Movies 1–4). Therefore, the continuous hardening
behavior at extremely low temperatures does not depend on
grain size and GB structure. At temperatures higher than the
softening temperature, grain size and the number of efficient
nucleation sources have direct influence on the source-controlled
term and thus the softening behavior of the material. For a simple
estimation, we assume that the grain size grows 10 times during
annealing,38 and GB reconstruction occurs by increasing the
number of efficient nucleation sources α by a factor of five. Our
theoretical model predicts a softening temperature within 10% of
the original value (see Supplementary Figure 6 and Supplemen-
tary Discussion 4 for more details). Therefore, our theoretical
model in Eq. 1 indicates that the softening temperature is
insensitive to the grain size and GB structure.
The magnitude of Ts increases with the activation energy of

twinning partial dislocations and therefore should be higher for
materials with stronger bonding, in consistency with our MD
simulations on nt-Pd and nt-Cu. The migration of TBs is also
known to dominate plastic deformation in materials with covalent
bonding,25–27 and the nucleation stresses in ceramics and
diamond are considerably higher than those in metals. For
instance, about 20 times of increase in the activation energy was
reported for cBN compared to face-centered cubic (fcc) metals.25

Fig. 5 a The yield stress of nanotwinned Pd (nt-Pd) with a grain size of 10 nm as a function of the temperature. The calculated average flow
stresses of nanotwinned Pd with two different twin thicknesses λ= 0.67 and 2.23 nm along with fitting curves based on Eq. 1, revealing the
existence of a softening temperature Ts, defined by the intersection between the two fitting curves. Stress-controlled hardening is revealed
below Ts, while source-controlled softening is observed above Ts. b The calculated flow stresses of nanotwinned Cu (nt-Cu) with two different
twin thicknesses λ= 0.63 and 1.04 nm along with the theoretical fitting curves. Nanotwinned Cu has lower Ts as compared to nanotwinned Pd
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Therefore, it is likely that the softening temperatures for covalent
and ionic materials are higher than the room temperature, similar
to the case of nt-Pd, and consequently continuous hardening is
observed for these materials.3,4

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that there exists a
softening temperature for nt-materials, below which the material
hardens continuously as the twin thickness is reduced, while
above which the strength first increases and then decreases,
exhibiting a maximum strength and a hardening to softening
transition at a critical twin thickness. Our simulations revealed that
the continuous hardening is driven by stress concentration at the
TB–GB intersections, which decreases with reduced TB spacing.
Our theoretical model suggests that the stronger the atomic
bonding, the higher the softening temperature, and that the
observed behavior could be generic to all nt-materials.

METHODS
Molecular dynamics simulations
Three-dimensional polycrystalline nt-Pd samples with dimensions of 30 ×
30 × 30 nm3 and 60 × 60 × 60 nm3 were prepared for the MD simulations.
Each sample contains 27 randomly oriented grains with mean grain sizes
of d= 10 and 20 nm, each grain further contains a number of twin
interfaces. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed at the boundaries of
the samples. The grain structure and relative twin inclinations are fixed for
the selected grain sizes, and the system contains ~1,800,000 atoms for d=
10 nm and 14,500,000 atoms for d= 20 nm. Five different twin thicknesses
λ= 0.67, 0.89, 1.12, 1.56, 2.23 nm, and λ= 0.67, 0.89, 1.12, 1.34, 2.23 nm are
considered in each set of simulations for d= 10 and 20 nm, respectively.
The embedded atom method potential for Pd was adopted,39 and the
Nose–Hoover thermostat was used to maintain an NPT ensemble. All
simulations were conducted at T= 1, 300, 800, and 1400 K. The time step is
set to be 2 fs. The sample was annealed for 500 ps at T= 300, 800, and
1400 K. In the case of T= 1 K, the samples were first annealed at 300 K for
200 ps, quenched down to 1 K in 200 ps, and equilibrated for another
200 ps at 1 K prior to straining. A total tensile strain of 10% was applied on
the samples at a constant strain rate of 109 s−1.
For polycrystalline nt-Cu samples, the grain structure, twin boundary

orientation, and boundary conditions are identical to our nt-Pd samples.
The grain size is 10 nm and the simulatios were conducted at 1 and 300 K.
Each nt-Cu sample contains about 2,300,000 atoms. The twin thickness
varies from 0.63 to 1.25 nm (ref. 2). The embedded atom method potential
for Cu was adopted.40

The analysis and visualization of the simulation results were conducted
using OVITO.41 In adopted atom coloring scheme, gray stands for fcc
atoms, red for hexagonal-closed-packed (hcp) atoms, and purple for atoms
in GBs or dislocation cores.
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